Notes on groups:
Dance Theater Ensemble Assoc.: More choreography? Subgroup? (bushra)
Green Hall: FSILG (rupadas)
vanTH ERC: (ragu)

ASA minutes 10-23-02

Present: Jenn, Arthur, Soojin, Parul, Matt, Andy, Tao, Katie
Absent: Hiral, Anant

1. Meeting with groups

Mocha Moves:
Recognition so they can use received funding
Derecognized three years ago because of debt
Paid it off and reapplied for recognition
Avoid debt in future: events are only held if 81% in favor
7 active members and 11 total members

Phi Kappa Sigma (atamaz):
Quick recognition, want to reserve rooms
Brought all paperwork, must submit online

2. Recognitions (looking over new constitutions)

JENN reaper:
Argentine Tango Club
Phi Kappa Sigma
MITSI (revote with discussion 5:1:1)
WHOI

Constitution changes (KATIE e-mail):
Talent Forum – non-discrimination and hardship clause, officer duties (darrenz, ling_cui)
Mocha Moves – refer to webpage, follow constitution outline, missing important clauses

3. GSC, UA update (esp. regarding ASA amendments)
Amendment passed in UA (12:0:1); vote in November for GSC
UA office clean-up – notify ASA
GSC retreat November 23 – 24
ASA will be in GSC letterhead

4. Project Updates
Bulletin boards – wait listed groups get spots if final warning does not prompt a change
Judicial process is adjusted
Database is next project – mid November
New LSC printer unreasonable, too expensive
Postering fines – file updated this weekend
Funded 9 ARCADE and 4 LEF; judicial process created
ASA deficit – FYSM bills will help
Mail negotiations in process
Black-room in Walker, conversion to an office
Not all groups on CAC, new keys project (regular locks with non-reproducible keys)
Continued Walker clean-up
Logs want to build recording studio, cost of cutting a CD, request more information

5. Nextel contracts/policies
Contract to

6. ASA Official
Bulletin board allocation
Empty mailboxes
Nextels
ARTHUR: email Jenn

7. Open floor
Katie appointed Finboard representative

Cell phones:
- Katie: 617-365-8458
- Tao: no cell
- Parul: 617-225-8591 (home)
- Soojin: 617-851-5753
- Jenn: (617) 320-6356
- Anant: (508) 728-3822
- Andy: (617) 501-6597
- Arthur: (617) 232-3257 ext. 4313
- Matt: (617) 225-6502